Do what matters most
for the people who
matter most...

Specialist quality
assurance software
for education and
employment support
professionals.
Mesma.co.uk

Your students and customers are
the focus of everything you do.
You know that rigorous quality assurance practices have a
direct and positive impact on their success. The challenge is
implementing them well.
Mesma combines software technology, human experience and
sector expertise to put your students and customers at the
centre of quality assurance.
Mesma is the only complete suite of quality assurance solutions
developed for post 16 education and employability providers.

“Mesma has become an integral part of our operation. It
saves our time and resource by helping us to prioritise and
track our improvement activity. We are reaping the benefits of
investing in the most important quality assurance activities”

World class collaborative oversight of
your provision that leads directly to
your students and customers
realising their potential.

All the tools you need to collaborate with colleagues on one
platform with valuable guidance and resources alongside
helpful features. Mesma makes quality accessible, engaging and
useful for everyone. With insightful reports and real time tracking
of progress and impact.

You will have all the relevant information on hand to make informed decisions quickly.
Helping you to identify and manage your improvement priorities.

50%

reduction in average
time to complete a self
assessment review

Get started
for free at
Mesma.co.uk

100%

satisfaction score on
customer support

85%

of users felt more
confident in inspection
readiness

Complete your self
assessment review more
quicky and easily than ever
before. Insights and guidance
that helps you to pinpoint
what works well and what
must be improved.

Drives your quality
improvement plans to deliver
better results, faster. With clear
oversight and accountability.
Improve is a whole
organisation approach to
improvement planning.

Observe supports
collaborative, trusted and
developmental observations of
practice in any format
including learning walks, peer
support and personal
reflection.

All your quality
management evidence and
documents can be securely
stored and managed in one
central place. Use your
evidence to tell your story
and bring QA to life.

Develop an ongoing,
coordinated cycle of deep-dive
reviews and build a deeper,
richer picture of quality that
informs confident, timely
decision making. Anticipate
where support is needed, faster.

“Ofsted inspectors praised the quality of our
SAR, in particular the clarity and precision it
offered to the inspection team. This was due
in considerable part to using Mesma, which
offered inspectors relevant, succinct
information at the touch of a button.”

Mesma is trusted by thousands of leaders and managers including...

Why Mesma?

Bring out the best in every colleague, team,
programme and department

Be ready for your most important inspection
ever – your next one

Nurture a collaborative approach to quality that raises

Combine the best Further Education quality assurance practice

aspirations and achievement for students and colleagues.
Develop quality assurance and improvement at an individual,
department, college, partner or group level.

with the criteria of your regulators and guidance at hand for
your colleagues.

Ensure that your processes are fully aligned with the

requirements of your quality standards and everything in a
central and secure place ready for whenever you need it.

A people business that deals in technology

Your complete online quality assurance system

We understand the people who matter most to you are your

Plan, organise and diarise your annual plan of quality

students and customers so we do everything we can to
support you to be at your best for them.

Join the Mesma community and gain free access to exclusive

assurance and improvement activity in the quality calendar.
Track the progress and monitor the impact of quality

assurance activities at department, team or partner level to

resources, events and training and product offers.

ensure that you are delivering targeted support where it is

A network of support from day one

Efficiency that delivers a clear return
on investment

Discover a network of specialist support from the team at

Mesma and the thousands of quality minded professionals
across the UK and beyond.

Mesma brings people together to collaborate on quality

assurance and improvement internally and externally through
consultancy, training, sharing of good practice,

benchmarking, insights, analysis… the list goes on.

needed.

From data capture that cuts out the spreadsheets to easy to

access reporting and insights, your colleagues will save hours
of administration on quality assurance each month.

Improvement plans driven by clear insight into your areas of
strength and weaknesses will ensure that you can prioritise

quality improvement action that will deliver the best results for
everyone especially your students and customers.

There is a package and support plan to suit
organisations of all sizes and specialisms - from
small independent providers to national
regulatory bodies.
Use the Starter Package for free to develop a robust
self assessment report and improvement plan.
We are ready help you to build efficient world class
quality assurance systems that deliver results
directly to your learners and customers.
Are you ready to learn more? Let’s talk…

T: 0845 658 370
E: hello@mesma.co.uk
Mesma.co.uk

